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Anomalous ionospheric conditions can cause large variations in propagation delays of transionospheric radio

waves, such as global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals. Although very rare, extremely large spatial

variations pose potential threats to ground-based augmentation system (GBAS) users. Because GBAS provide

safety-of-life services, namely precision approach and landing aircraft guidance, system safety must be guaranteed

under these unusual conditions. Position-domain geometry-screening algorithms have been previously developed to

mitigate anomalous ionospheric threats. These algorithms prevent aircraft from using potentially unsafe GNSS

geometries if anomalous ionospheric conditions are present. The simplest ground-based geometry-screening

algorithm inflates the broadcast�vig parameter inGBAS to signalwhose geometries should not be used.However, the

�vig parameter is not satellite-specific, and its inflation affects all satellites in view. Hence, it causes a higher than

necessary availability penalty. A new targeted parameter inflation algorithm is proposed that minimizes the

availability penalty by inflating the satellite-specific broadcast parameters: �prgnd andP values. In this new algorithm,

�prgnd and P values are inflated by solving optimization problems. The broadcast parameters obtained from this

algorithm provide significantly higher availability than optimal �vig inflation at Newark Liberty International

Airport and Memphis International Airport without compromising system safety. It is also demonstrated that the

computational burden of this algorithm is low enough for real-time GBAS operations.

I. Introduction

G LOBAL navigation satellite systems (GNSS), such as the
Global Positioning System (GPS) in theUnited States [1,2], the

GLONASS in Russia, Compass in China, and the future Galileo in
Europe, can be used to support precision approach and landing
aircraft guidance.Because the safety requirements of such operations
are extremely high, augmentation systems such as ground-based
augmentation system (GBAS), also known as the local area
augmentation system (LAAS) in theU.S. [3–5], have been developed
to augment GNSS for aviation applications. AGBAS ground facility
installed at an airport broadcasts differential pseudorange corrections
and integrity information to approaching aircraft. When applied by
GBAS-equipped aircraft, these differential corrections remove all
GNSS errors that are correlated between GBAS ground facility and
aircraft receivers. The integrity informationwarns of unsafe satellites
and provides a means for aircraft to reliably bound their position
errors to the tiny probabilities required for aviation safety [6].

GNSS signal delay caused by the ionosphere [7–12] is the biggest
error source for single-frequencyGNSS users, but this error is almost

completely mitigated for GBAS-equipped aircraft by applying the
broadcast differential pseudorange corrections. This is because
ionospheric delay is very highly correlated in space under normal
circumstances. Thus, approaching aircraft experience almost the
same ionospheric delays as the GBAS ground facility which
generates the differential corrections.

However, Datta-Barua et al. [13] first observed very large spatial
variations in ionospheric delays of GNSS signals under ionospheric
storm conditions.More recently, a maximum ionospheric gradient as
high as 413 mm=km [14] has been observed, which is much larger
than nominal gradients of 1–4 mm=km [15]. Under severely anom-
alous ionospheric conditions, signal delays observed by the GBAS
ground facility can be very different from the delays observed by an
approaching airplane (see Fig. 1). Hence, the ionospheric delay error
experienced by an airplane cannot be completely removed by the
differential corrections broadcast by the ground facility. Further, the
existence of large spatial gradients is not guaranteed to be observed
by the code-carrier divergence (CCD) monitor [16] in the GBAS
ground facility if the ionospheric pierce point (IPP) between an
affected satellite and the ground facility has a similar propagation
speed with the ionospheric front (this will be explained further in
Sec. II.A). These undetected large ionospheric gradients are
potentially hazardous for GBAS-based precision approach guidance.

To meet the system safety (or integrity) requirements for GBAS-
based category I precision approach under worst-case anomalous
ionospheric conditions, Lee et al. [17,18] proposed the position-
domain geometry-screening methodology. Because the CCD and
other monitors within the GBAS ground facility cannot detect
anomalous ionospheric gradients in a few situations, to guarantee the
safety it must be assumed that an undetected large ionospheric
gradient always exists with a worst-case geometry, which leads to
largest possible range errors. (The current category I GBAS architec-
ture does not incorporate external information regarding ionospheric
conditions, such as satellite-based augmentation system or space
weather information, although this could change in the future [19].)
This method is implemented in the GBAS ground facility and
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requires the ground facility to check each credible satellite geometry
(a subset of the set of satellites for which differential corrections are
broadcast) that might be used by GBAS-equipped aircraft.

The algorithm calculates the worst possible position errors
induced by anomalous ionospheric spatial gradients for all credible
satellite geometries. The worst possible position error for a given
satellite geometry is a function of the worst possible differential
ranging error due to an ionospheric spatial anomaly and the number
of satellites that might be affected simultaneously. For category I
precision approach operations supported by GBAS in the conter-
minousU. S. (CONUS), a threatmodel defining these parameters has
been developed based upon validated observations of severe iono-
spheric spatial gradients observed in CONUS since 1999 [14,15].

To meet the GBAS safety requirements, credible subset satellite
geometries with worst possible position errors larger than a
separately-defined tolerable error limit (TEL) must not be used by
GBAS-equipped aircraft. To make aircraft screen out those unsafe
subset geometries, one or more of the integrity parameters broadcast
by GBAS are inflated to increase the position error bounds of unsafe
geometries over the category I alert limit so that they cannot be
approved for use by GBAS avionics (see Sec. II.B for details) [17].
Geometry screening via inflating the broadcast �vig parameter, as
implemented in [17], guarantees system safety as long as the chosen
threat model properly bounds worst-case ionospheric behavior. A
variant of this algorithm has been adopted by the Honeywell
SLS-4000 category I LAAS ground facility intended for operational
use [20].

Although geometry screening protects system integrity, it has the
inevitable side effect that system availability is reduced (meaning
that fewer satellite geometries can be used for category I operations)
because it increases the position error bounds of all geometries,
including the vast majority that are safe even in the presence of the
worst-case ionospheric anomaly. Because the current GBAS ground
facility does not have access to external information that would allow
it to reliably differentiate between nominal and anomalous iono-
spheric conditions, it must protect against worst-case anomalous
conditions at all times. This resulting loss of availability is partic-
ularly prominent in �vig inflation because the �vig parameter is not
satellite-specific; thus, a single inflated value affects all satellites in
view.

To overcome this limitation, Ramakrishnan et al. [21] proposed to
inflate two satellite-specific parameters,�prgnd andPvalues, to reduce

unnecessary increases in position error bounds. Unlike �vig inflation,
where only one selectable parameter exits, 2N optimization param-
eters exist in this case (N �prgnd values andN P values, whereN is the

number of satellites in view). Because the inflation algorithm must
support real-time operations, its computational cost is critical. For

this reason, a heuristic and computationally efficient way to inflate
�prgnd and P values was proposed in [21] without specific opti-

mization criteria.
We adopt the idea of targeted inflation of the same satellite-specific

parameters in this paper, but we propose a novel way to obtain those
parameters by formulating and solving optimization problems
instead of relying on heuristics (Sec. III). The resulting nonlinear
optimization problems may not be solvable in real time. Hence, we
simplify them to linear programming (LP) problems. The availability
benefit of this algorithm, which does not compromise system
integrity, is demonstrated at Newark Liberty International Airport
and Memphis International Airport (Sec. IV.A). Its computational
efficiency and other practical considerations are discussed in
Sec. IV.B. Our conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. Ionospheric Threats on GBAS and Mitigation
by Position-Domain Geometry Screening

This section further examines potential integrity threats to GBAS
caused by anomalous ionosphere. In addition, the �vig-based
position-domain geometry-screening algorithm that was proposed in
[17,18] and implemented by the Honeywell SLS-400 category I
LAAS ground facility [20] is briefly reviewed in this section.

A. Ionospheric Threats to Category I GBAS Operations

As described in Sec. I, given worst-case airplane and ionospheric
front movement geometries, a large ionospheric gradient may be
unobservable to the GBAS ground facility. Undetected and hence
unmitigated ionosphere-induced errors can pose integrity threats to a
GBAS-guided airplane.

Figure 2 shows the details of a potentially hazardous ionospheric
scenario based on the threat model developed for category I GBAS in
CONUS. The points in this figure show the IPPs of all satellites in
view of a GBAS ground facility at a given time. An IPP represents a
theoretical point in space where the line of sight between a receiver
and a satellite intersects an imaginary thin shell at a selected altitude
in the ionosphere where all of the signal delay caused by the
ionosphere is assumed to occur (a thin-shell height of 350 km is
assumed in this paper).

While an airplane is approaching a runway, an ionospheric front
can impact two IPPs simultaneously. The CCDmonitor in the GBAS
ground facility detects the time-variation of divergence between code
and carrier measurements. If an IPP velocity projected to an iono-
spheric front direction (Vk1;proj in Fig. 2) is very close to an
ionospheric front velocity (Vfront), their relative speed (�vk1�
jVk1;proj�Vfrontj) is close to zero. Thus, a significant level of

Fig. 1 Potentially hazardous precision approach scenario caused by a very large ionospheric spatial gradient. This large gradient may remain
undetected by the CCD monitor of the GBAS ground facility if the IPP speed of the ground facility is almost the same as to the ionospheric front

propagation speed. (Reproduction of Fig. 2 of [17].)
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time-varying divergencewould not be observed by the CCDmonitor
in this scenario, meaning that the ground-based CCD monitor could
not detect the existence of a large ionospheric gradient impacting
satellite k1. Hence, to guarantee safety, an anomalous ionospheric
gradient must be assumed to exist even though no evidence of this
anomaly appears in the outputs of the CCDmonitor (or other ground-
system monitors). Furthermore, the magnitude of a hypothetical
undetected ionospheric gradient must be the largest possible value in
the ionospheric threat model (e.g., [14,22]) for the corresponding
geographical region.

On the other hand, there typically exists a significant relative speed
for satellite k2 (�vk2 � jVk2;proj�Vfrontj) if Vfront is assumed to be
equal to (or very similar to) Vk1;proj in the two-satellite impact
scenario in Fig. 2. Because of this large �vk2, the ionospheric
gradient impacting satellite k2 is usually detectable, and ionosphere-
induced differential range errors for satellite k2 do not increase as
much as the worst case experienced on satellite k1. (Although the
gradient impacting satellite k2 is detectable, differential range errors
for satellite k2 would increase up to certain amounts depending on
�vk2 before actual detection.) Based on a mathematical model of the
CCD monitor, closed-form expressions of an ionosphere-induced
differential range error " depending on the magnitude of the relative
speed �v under the CONUS threat model are given in [17,21,23].

"�min

�
50

w
; g

�
� �xaircraft � 2�vaircraft�;

if �v <
0:0229

min�50
w
; g� and �v < 0:11

"� 4; if
0:0229

min�50
w
; g�<�v < 0:11

"� 2:5; if �v > 0:11

where " is ionosphere-induced differential range error in meters;w is
the ionospheric front width in kilometers; g is the ionospheric
gradient in meters per kilometer; xaircraft is the physical separation
between the GBAS ground facility and an approaching airplane in
kilometers; � is the time constant of the single-frequency GBAS
carrier smoothing filter (100 s for category I GBAS); vaircraft is the
velocity of an approaching airplane in kilometers per second (a
constant velocity of 0:07 km=s is assumed in this paper); and�v is
the relative speed between the ionospheric front velocity and the
projected velocity of an IPP in kilometers per second.

Once ionosphere-induced differential range errors "k1 and "k2 are
obtained for a given two-satellite impact scenario, an ionosphere-
induced error in vertical (IEV) can be calculated using Eq. (1) or
Eq. (2). IEV represents a worst possible vertical position error due to
aworst observed ionospheric gradient impacting a given satellite pair
with worst-case geometry, as shown in Fig. 2. Although Eq. (1)
provides a theoretical maximum IEV value that has been widely
adopted (e.g., [23,24]), Lee et al. [17] have recently shown that
Eq. (1) is unnecessarily conservative. They proposed Eq. (2) as a
more general expression for IEV calculation and showed that Eq. (1)
is an extreme case of Eq. (2) when the c factor in Eq. (2) is equal to 1
(see appendix of [17] for proof). Considering all anomalous
ionospheric gradients observed in CONUS, including a dual-front
scenario, c� 0:5 was suggested as a very conservative bound (see
[17] for details).

IEV k1;k2 � jSvert;k1"k1j � jSvert;k2"k2j (1)

IEVk1;k2 �maxfjSvert;k1"k1 � Svert;k2"k2j; jSvert;k1"k1
� c � Svert;k2"k2j; jSvert;k2"k2 � c � Svert;k1"k1jg (2)

S � �GTWG��1GTW
Gi � 	� cosEli cosAzi � cosEli sinAzi � sinEli 1 


W�1 �

�21 0 � � � 0

0 �21 � � � 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 � � � �2N

2
666664

3
777775

(3)

whereSvert;ki is thevertical position component of theweighted-least-
squares projection matrix S for satellite ki (refer to Section 2.3.10.2
in [6]) and is dependent on the satellite geometry (the number and
geometric distribution of satellites in view) at each epoch; "ki is the
ionosphere-induced range error for satellite ki; c is a dimensionless
constant between 0 and 1 (c� 0:5 was suggested as a very
conservative bound on any observed ionospheric conditions in
CONUS [17]); Gi is the ith row of the observation matrix G,
corresponding to the ith satellite in view (satellite i, for simplicity);
Eli is the elevation of satellite i; Azi is the azimuth of satellite i;W�1

is the inverse of the least-squares weighting matrix; and �2i is the
variance of a normal distribution that overbounds the true post-
correction range-domain error distribution for satellite i under the
fault-free hypothesis.

Satellite locations and velocities at each epoch are known to
acceptable accuracy from the broadcast GPS almanacs, and the two-
satellite impact scenario in Fig. 2 can be assumed for all satellite
pairs. (As discussed in [17], three or more satellite impact scenarios
of the pattern shown in Fig. 2 are extremely improbable, and they are
generally no more threatening than the worst two-satellite impact
case.)

Each satellite pair has one worst-case IEV, and the maximum
(worst case) over all IEVs for all satellite pairs of a given subset
satellite geometry at a given epoch is called maximum IEV (MIEV).
If an MIEV is larger than the TEL in the vertical direction derived
from the category I obstacle clearance surface [25], the satellite
geometry in question is not acceptable for GBAS-based category I
precision approach; thus, the unsafe geometry must not be approved
for use by aircraft using GBAS.

Figure 2 shows an example satellite geometry of theGBASground
facility. Inmost cases, an approaching airplane has the same satellites
inview as the ground facility. However, an airplanemay occasionally
lose one or two satellites while maneuvering or during conditions
where tracking is impaired. Thus, it is usually assumed that up to two
satellites in view of the GBAS ground facility may not be usable by
an approaching airplane. In this case, the number of independent
subset satellite geometries that could be used by aircraft is

Fig. 2 Worst-case geometry of ionospheric front and ionospheric

pierce points under two-satellite impact scenario. Because the

ionospheric front speed (Vfront) is the same as the projected IPP speed

of satellite k1 (Vk1;proj), the large ionospheric gradient impacting satellite

k1 is unobservable by the CCD monitor in the GBAS ground facility.
However, the CCD monitor has a much higher chance to detect the

ionospheric gradient impacting satellite k2.
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XN
k�N�2

N
k

� �

whereN is the number of satellites for which differential corrections
are broadcast by the ground facility. Because any of these subset
geometries can be used by aircraft, a separate MIEV should be
calculated for each of them. If an MIEV of a particular subset
geometry exceeds TEL, the subset geometry must not be approved
for precision approach.

Figure 3 shows an example ofMIEVs at a certain epoch at Newark
Liberty International Airport. There are seven satellites inview at this
epoch; as is normally the case, all are presumed to be healthy and thus
have differential corrections broadcast by the GBAS facility at
Newark. Thus,

X7
k�5

7

k

� �
� 29

subset satellite geometries are potentially visible to aircraft. The
geometry index 1 in Fig. 3 represents the all-in-view satellite
geometry, and the other indices have no particular order. In this
example, the subset geometries with MIEVs exceeding TEL (i.e.,
geometries 6, 7, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19, 23, 25, and 26) are potentially
hazardous for category I precision approach, and they must not be
approved to use by aircraft. (TEL is 28.78m at theminimumdecision
height of 200 ft for category I precision approach [25].)

Airborne GBAS receivers calculate the confidence bounds of their
position solutions at each epoch. The vertical confidence bound is
called the vertical protection level (VPL), which is obtained from
Eqs. (4) and (5). If eitherVPLH0 orVPLeph is greater than the vertical
alert limit (VAL) of the desired operation, the operation is not
approved by a GBAS receiver. As an example, the VPL of each
subset geometry is also plotted in Fig. 3. These VPLs are simulated
with nominal broadcast parameters of the GBAS ground facility.
Each VPL value in Fig. 3 is the larger of VPLH0 and VPLeph. For
geometries 7, 10, 12, 17, 19, 23, and 26, VPLs are greater than the
10 m VAL for category I precision approach at the 200 ft decision
height [6]. Hence, those geometries are not approved for precision
approach. By this VPL calculation and VAL comparison, some
potentially hazardous geometries with MIEVs exceeding TEL (i.e.,
geometries 7, 10, 12, 17, 19, 23, and 26) are removed from the
approved set of geometries. Thus, those geometries cannot be
hazardous, regardless ofMIEV, because theywill not be approved by
GBAS receivers. However, other geometries with MIEVs exceeding
TEL (i.e., geometries 6, 16, and 25) are still unsafe to use because
their VPLs are lower than the VAL; thus, they would be approved by

a receiver if nothing else were done. To remove these unsafe
geometries from an approved set of geometries, position-domain
geometry screening has been proposed [17,18] and will be reviewed
in the following subsection.

VPL H0 � Kffmd

������������������������XN
i�1

S2vert;i�
2
i

vuut (4)

VPL eph �max
k
�VPLeph;k� and

VPLeph;k � jSvert;kjxaircraftPk � Kmdeph

������������������������XN
i�1

S2vert;i�
2
i

vuut (5)

whereVPLH0 is the VPL (bound on vertical position error) under the
fault-free hypothesis; Kffmd is a multiplier (unitless) that determines
the probability of fault-free missed detection (Kffmd � 5:847 for four
ground subsystem reference antennas is used here; refer to
Section 2.3.11.5.2.1.4 in [6]); Svert;i is the vertical position
component of the weighted-least-squares projection matrix for
satellite i; �2i is the variance of a zero-meanGaussian distribution that
overbounds the true range-domain post-correction error distribution
for satellite i under the fault-free hypothesis; VPLeph;k is the VPL
under a single-satellite (satellite k) ephemeris fault; xaircraft is the
physical separation between the GBAS ground facility and the
approaching airplane; Pk is the ephemeris error decorrelation
parameter for satellite k (also known as P value); and Kmdeph is a

multiplier (unitless) derived from the probability of missed detection
given that there is an ephemeris error in a GNSS satellite
(Kmdeph � 5:085 is used in this work; refer to [23,24]).

B. Position-Domain Geometry Screening by �vig Inflation

The first part of position-domain geometry screening is to
calculate the MIEVs of all potentially-usable subset satellite geom-
etries, as explained in the previous subsection. Some unsafe subset
geometries are not screened out by the airborne receiver VPL
calculation and VAL comparison based upon the nominal broadcast
parameters from the GBAS ground facility. When this is the case,
geometry screening acts to inflate receiver VPLs over VAL until all
unsafe geometries are screened out. To inflate VPL without any
modifications to airborne GBAS receivers or communication
protocols, the GBAS ground facility needs to increase or inflate one
or more of its broadcast parameters that affect VPL. By inflating the
�vig parameter in Eq. (8), �2i in Eq. (6) and thusVPLH0 andVPLeph in
Eqs. (4) and (5) naturally increase as functions of the ground facility
to aircraft separation distance xaircraft. Hence, the �vig parameter is a
good candidate for inflation.

�2i � �2prgnd ;i � �
2
tropo;i � �2prair ;i � �

2
iono;i (6)

�2prair ;i � �
2
multipath;i � �2noise;i (7)

�iono;i � Fi�vig�xaircraft � 2�vaircraft� (8)

where �2i is the variance of a normal distribution that overbounds the
true post-correction range-domain error distribution for satellite i
under the fault-free hypothesis (this paper uses the same errormodels
used in [17,23,24]); �prgnd ;i is the total fault-free one-sigma ground

error term associated with the corresponding differential correction
error for satellite i; �tropo;i is the one-sigma ground error term
associatedwith residual tropospheric uncertainty for satellite i;�prair ;i
is the one-sigma error term that bounds fault-free airborne receiver
measurement error for satellite i; �multipath;i is the fault-free one-sigma
airborne error term associated with multipath error for satellite i;
�noise;i is the fault-free one-sigma airborne error term associated with
receiver noise for satellite i; �iono;i is the one-sigma ground error term
associated with residual ionospheric uncertainty for satellite i; Fi is

Fig. 3 MIEVs and VPLs at a certain epoch at Newark Liberty

International Airport. The geometrieswithVPLs exceedingVALare not
approved by airborne GBAS receivers. Thus, they are not hazardous,

even though their MIEVs are larger than TEL.
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the vertical-to-slant ionospheric thin shell model obliquity factor
(unitless) for satellite i; �vig is the standard deviation of a normal
distribution associated with residual ionospheric uncertainty due to
nominal spatial decorrelation (“vig” stands for vertical ionospheric
gradient); xaircraft is the horizontal separation between the GBAS
ground facility and airplane in kilometers; � is the time constant of the
single-frequency carrier smoothing filter in the GBAS avionics
(100 s, same as that used in the ground facility); and vaircraft is the
horizontal approach velocity of the airplane in the direction of the
GBAS-equipped airport (70 m=s is assumed in this paper).

In this paper, �vig � 6:4 mm=km is used as a nominal �vig value as
in [23,24]. (This value represents a root-sum-square combination of
the 4:0 mm=km ionospheric value suggested in [15] with a
5:0 mm=km bound on the worst possible tropospheric decorrelation
[26].) Starting from this nominal �vig value, we increase �vig by
0:1 mm=km, which is the resolution of the broadcast �vig value
specified in the RTCA interface control document (ICD) for GBAS
[27], until all unsafe geometries are screened out. This inflation
process repeats for xDH of 0–7 km (every 1 km) from the ground
facility and aircraft distances from the xDH location (along the same
horizontal vector as the ground facility to xDH) of 0–7 km (every
1 km). In this way, the inflated �vig value screens out all unsafe
geometries for the xDH location of every approach direction and any
aircraft distance from the xDH location. (Note that the variable xDH,
also used in Fig. 4, represents the horizontal distance between an
airplane and the ground facility when the airplane reaches the
minimum 200 ft decision height for a category I precision approach.
The xDH location is specified for each category I approach direction
of each airport. The xDH location of every approach direction is
considered in our algorithm so that the same software can be used at
every airport in CONUS without further modification.) TEL and
VAL depend on aircraft distance from the xDH (i.e., xaircraft � xDH), as
shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows the result of �vig inflation at Newark at the same
epoch as Fig. 3. The MIEVs and VPLs of the unapproved subset
geometries in Fig. 3 (i.e., geometries 7, 10, 12, 17, 19, 23, and 26) are
not plotted again, as they were unusable before any inflation. As
expected, the inflated VPLs of unsafe geometries with MIEVs
exceeding TEL (i.e., geometries 6, 16, and 25) are now above the
VAL in Fig. 5. Therefore, all unsafe geometries are properly screened
out by �vig inflation.

Although �vig inflation meets GBAS integrity requirements, it
increases the VPLs of all geometries (including safe ones) and
thereby reduces system availability. In Fig. 5, the inflated VPLs
screen out some safe geometries as well (i.e., geometries 4, 8, 14, 15,
18, 21, 24, 28, and 29). More importantly, the VPL of the all-in-view
satellite geometry (i.e., geometry 1) is also significantly increased. It
is expected that an airplane would use the all-in-view satellite

geometry more than 95% of the time during its approach. Thus,
increasing the VPL of the all-in-view geometry has much more
impact on system availability than increasing VPL of other subset
geometries.

In general, it is desirable to minimize the VPL inflation of the all-
in-view geometry and other safe geometries so that VPL remains
below VAL after geometry screening. However, �vig inflation is not
ideal in this purpose, as �vig is not a satellite-specific parameter. An
ideal inflation algorithm would increase the VPLs of all hazardous
geometries over VAL, as required for safety, but it should minimize
VPL inflation for safe geometries, especially the all-in-view
geometry. To do this, we propose a new targeted parameter inflation
algorithm in the next section. This method inflates the satellite-
specific broadcast parameters �prgnd ;i and Pk in Eqs. (5) and (6),

respectively, using novel optimization schemes.

III. Targeted Inflation of Broadcast Parameters

A. Satellite-Specific Broadcast Parameters

and Optimization Strategy

The basic idea of our targeted inflation algorithm is to exclude
unsafe subset geometries by inflating the satellite-specific param-
eters, �prgnd andP values, in away thatminimizes the increase inVPL

of the all-in-view satellite geometry (recall that, in practice, all-in-
view means all satellites approved for use by the ground facility, but
this normally includes all satellites in view of the ground facility).
This algorithm does not attempt to minimize VPL inflation over all
safe subset geometries because the all-in-view geometry has the
dominant impact on system availability. The resulting optimization
problem is formulated in Eq. (9).

Minimize maxfVPLH0; VPLg for the all-in-view geometry

Subject to maxfVPLH0;VPLephg � VAL

for each unsafe subset geometry (9)

Using Eqs. (4) and (5), this optimization problem is expressed in
more detail in Eq. (10). The variable N in Eq. (10) is the number of
satellites in view of the GBAS ground facility, andNU is the number
of satellites in a given unsafe subset geometry. SU;vert;j represents the
vertical position component of theweighted-least-squares projection
matrix S for satellite j in a given unsafe subset geometry.We use this
notation to emphasize the difference between the S matrix of the
all-in-viewgeometry and theSmatrix of an unsafe geometry. TheseS
matrices are usually different even in the number of columns, which
areN for all-in-view geometry andNU for an unsafe geometry. (If the
all-in-view geometry is itself unsafe, availability cannot be retained;

Fig. 4 TEL and VAL for category I GBAS depending on the distance

from decision height (xDH). xDH represents the horizontal distance
between the ground facility and airplane when the airplane reaches the

200 ft minimum decision height for category I precision approach.

(Reproduction of Fig. 7 of [17].)

Fig. 5 Geometry screening by �vig inflation at Newark at the same
epoch of Fig. 3. Unsafe geometries with MIEVs exceeding TEL are

screened out by inflating their VPLs over VAL. However, �vig inflation

substantially increases the VPLs of all subset geometries, including the

all-in-view geometry (geometry 1) and other safe geometries.
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thus, optimization of the inflation factors is not relevant.) The other
parameters in Eq. (10) are already explained in Eqs. (4) and (5).

Minimize max

�
Kffmd

����������������������������P
N
i�1 S

2
vert;i�

2
i

q
;max

k

�
jSvert;kjxaircraftPk

� Kmdeph

������������������������XN
i�1

S2vert;i�
2
i

vuut ��
for the all-in-view geometry

Subject to max

�
Kffmd

����������������������������XNU
j�1

S2U;vert;j�
2
j

vuut ;max
k

�
jSU;vert;kjxaircraftPk � Kmdeph

����������������������������XNU
j�1

S2U;vert;j�
2
j

vuut ��

� VAL for each unsafe subset geometry (10)

Considering the expressions of Smatrix and �2i in Eqs. (3) and (6),
respectively, this optimization problem is highly nonlinear in terms
of the optimization parameters �prgnd ;i andPk. To be useful, geometry

screening must be performed in real time by the GBAS ground
facility, and it would be difficult to solve and verify the safety of
solutions for this nonlinear optimization problem for real-time
operations. Thus, we suggest a practical suboptimal algorithm that
protects system integrity and provides significant availability benefit
over �vig inflation.

To simplify the complex optimization problem presented above,
we separate the problem into two independent optimization
problems: one for VPLH0 and the other for VPLeph. Figure 6 shows
the typical trends of VPLH0 and VPLeph as a function of increasing
separation. For a small separation between the ground facility and
airplane (i.e., for small xaircraft), VPLH0 dominates, but VPLeph

dominates for large xaircraft. Hence, Eq. (9) can be separated into the
two optimization problems defined by Eqs. (11) and (12). However,
the distance to the point where the VPLH0 and VPLeph lines cross
(define this as xcross) is dependent on the optimization parameters
�prgnd ;i and Pk in general. Thus, Eqs. (11) and (12) cannot be solved

independently. To formulate two independent optimization
problems, we assign a fixed xcross from 1 to 14 km (every 1 km) to
cover thewhole range of xaircraft for category I approaches. These two
independent optimization problems isolate �prgnd optimization to one

problem and P value optimization to the other problem. After
obtaining a solution for each value of xcross, a final optimization
solution is selected among the set of valid solutions optimized for

each value of xcross. Detailed explanations to solve Eqs. (11) and (12)
and to obtain a final optimization solution are given in the following
subsections.

Minimize VPLH0 for all-in-view geometry; if xaircraft � xcross
Subject to VPLH0 � VAL for each unsafe subset geometry (11)

Minimize VPLeph for all-in-view geometry; if xaircraft >xcross

Subject to VPLeph � VAL for each unsafe subset geometry (12)

B. �prgnd Inflation by VPLH0 Optimization

This subsection suggests a way to simplify and solve the
optimization problem in Eq. (11), which is the case where xaircraft �
xcross for a given xcross. Equation (11) can be expressed in detail as
Eq. (13). By this VPLH0 optimization, an optimized �2i for satellite i
can be obtained. Then, the optimization parameter �prgnd;i can be

calculated subsequently using Eq. (6).

Minimize Kffmd

�����������������������������XN
i�1

S2vert;i�
2
i

vuut for all-in-view geometry

Subject to Kffmd

����������������������������XNU
j�1

S2U;vert;j�
2
j

vuut � VAL

for each unsafe subset geometry (13)

Equation (13) is still a nonlinear optimization problem because �2i
affects theweightingmatrix used to computeS in Eq. (3). To linearize
this equation, �prgnd ;i is fixed at the nominal broadcast value (without

any inflation) when the S matrices are first calculated. Fixing S
matrices based on the nominal �prgnd ;i is an acceptable approximation

because the S matrix values have only a second-order effect on
position solutions and protection levels.

Then, Eq. (13) can be expressed as Eq. (14), which is an LP
optimization problem [28] in terms of �2i because the S matrices are
now constant. �prgnd ;i;0 in Eq. (14) represents the nominal �prgnd ;i
before inflation, which is preestablished at each GBAS site and
typically varies with satellite elevation. The ICD for GBAS [27]
specifies the maximum broadcast value of �prgnd , which is 5.08 m.

Thus, it provides another constraint equation for each satellite, as
shown in Eq. (14). The lower-bound constraint is from the nominal
value before inflation (i.e., �prgnd ;i;0) and the upper-bound constraint

is from themaximumbroadcast value (i.e., 5.08m). In this algorithm,
�tropo;i, �prair ;i, and �iono;i are nominal broadcast values that are not
subject to inflation. Figure 7 shows the elevation-dependent curves of
nominal �prgnd and �prair used in this paper (see [17] for details).

Minimize
XN
i�1

S2vert;i�
2
i for the all-in-view geometry

Subject to �
XNU
j�1

S2U;vert;j�
2
j � �

�
VAL

Kffmd

�
2

for each unsafe subset geometry

�2prgnd;i;0 � �
2
tropo;i � �2prair ;i � �

2
iono;i � �2i � 5:082

� �2tropo;i � �2prair ;i � �
2
iono;i for satellite i (14)

Because Eq. (14) is an LP in terms of �2i , it can be solved very
quickly. Once an optimized �2i for satellite i is obtained by solving
this LP, an optimally inflated �prgnd ;i for satellite i is obtained from

Eq. (6). Note that the optimal solution of this linearized problem in
Eq. (14) is suboptimal to the original nonlinear optimization problem
in Eq. (13). Because we fixed the S matrices as constants for
linearization, the suboptimal solution may not satisfy the constraint
of the original problem in Eq. (13). This is unacceptable because of

Fig. 6 Typical trend of VPHH0 and VPLeph depending on the distance

between the GBAS ground facility and airplane. VPHH0 dominates for

small xaircraft and VPLeph dominates for large xaircraft. The crossing

distance xcross of twoVPL curves has a nonlinear relationship withmany

parameters, including our optimization parameters (i.e., �prgnd and P

values).
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the possibility that unsafe geometries may not be removed if the
inflated �prgnd ;i does not satisfy the original constraints. Thus, a

validation and adjustment process is needed and will be discussed in
Sec. III.D, after explaining VPLeph optimization in the following
subsection.

C. P Value Inflation by VPLeph Optimization

The previous subsection discussed the case of xaircraft � xcross. The
other case, in which xaircraft > xcross [Eq. (12)], is considered in this
subsection. This VPLeph optimization problem is expressed in detail
in Eq. (15), which is also a nonlinear optimization problem.

Minimize max
k
�jSvert;kjPk� � xaircraft � Kmdeph

������������������������XN
i�1

S2vert;i�
2
i

vuut

for the all-in-view geometry

Subject to max
k
�jSU;vert;kjPk� � xaircraft � Kmdeph

����������������������������XNU
j�1

S2U;vert;j�
2
j

vuut

� VAL

for each unsafe subset geometry (15)

We set �prgnd ;i to be the nominal broadcast value without any

inflation. Then, as before, the S matrices and �i values are now
constant for each geometry. Note that, instead of the nominal
broadcast value, the optimal �prgnd ;i values obtained from Eq. (14)

could be used to set the Smatrices and �i. In this approach, Eq. (14)
must be solved before Eq. (15). However, this approach does not
demonstrate improved performance in practice. Hence, the nominal
broadcast value of �prgnd ;i is used to initialize the algorithm, and

Eqs. (14) and (15) can be solved in either order or in parallel if parallel
processors are available.

Furthermore, the nominal critical satellite, which is defined as the
satellite k that results in the maximum value of jSvert;kjPk before
parameter inflation, is used as critical satellite even after inflation is
implemented. Thus, the maximize operation in Eq. (15) can be
removed because the critical satellite is now fixed a priori. This
simplification is not always correct but works well in practice.
Although a different satellite could become the true critical satellite
(the one that maximizes jSvert;kjPk) after P value is inflated, other
satellites require more P-value inflation to increase VPLeph than the
nominal critical satellite. For this reason, inflation of the nominal
critical satellite’s P value is the simplest way to inflate VPLeph.

With these approximations, Eq. (15) can be reduced to an LP in
terms of P values, as in Eq. (16). The satellite index C in Eq. (16)
represents the a priori critical satellite of the all-in-view geometry,
and the satellite index� represents the a priori critical satellite of each

unsafe subset geometry. The maximum broadcast P value (i.e.,
0:001275 m=m) is specified by the ICD [27],which provides another
constraint equation for each satellite. P0 in Eq. (16) represents the
preinflation P value; P0 � 0:00014 is used for the targeted inflation
in this paper. By solving this LP, an optimally inflated P value for
each satellite is obtained.

MinimizejSvert;CjPC for all-in-view geometry

Subject to � jSU;vert;�jP� �
Kmdeph

����������������������������PNU
j�1 S

2
U;vert;j

q
� VAL

xaircraft

for each unsafe subset geometry

P0 � Pi � 0:001275 for satellite i (16)

The preinflation P value of 0.00014 is based on the maximum P
value needed to protect against ephemeris faults. This P value is
calculated by dividing the minimum detectable error of the
ephemeris monitors of about 2700 m (in 3-D satellite orbit space) by
the minimum range from GBAS ground facility to GPS satellite
(about 2:018 � 107 m; note that using the minimum range
maximizes the resulting P value) and rounding up [29,30].

For a given value of xcross, a set of optimally inflated values of
�prgnd ;i and Pi is obtained from Eqs. (14) and (16). We consider xDH
from 0 to 7 km (every 1 km) and xaircraft from xDH to xDH � 7 km
(every 1 km), which was also considered in the �vig inflation in
Sec. II.B, to cover the whole range of possible aircraft locations.
Among these 64 different values of �prgnd ;i and Pi for satellite i from

eight xDH distances and eight xaircraft distances, the maximum value is
taken for each satellite to be conservative. Then, the obtained �prgnd ;i
and Pi values will screen out all unsafe geometries within the whole
distance range.

Recall that, because each solution generated in this manner is
(approximately) optimal for a single value of xcross, this process is
repeated over the set of possible values of xcross from 1 to 14 km
(again at 1 km intervals). Any of the resulting 14 sets of obtained
parameters from 14 xcross distances protects integrity for the whole
range of xDH and xaircraft distances, but the suitability of each set
depends on the match between the assumed and true (unknown)
value of xcross. Therefore, the best (optimal) set of parameters is
selected by computing theVPLof the all-in-viewgeometry at the xDH
and xaircraft using each set of �prgnd ;i and Pi obtained for each of the

14 assumed values of xcross.
The set that gives the minimum VPL at the xDH and xaircraft

distances is selected as the best set of�prgnd ;i andPi. Although the xDH
and xaircraft distances for this selection process can be any values of
interest, xDH � 6 km and xaircraft � 6 km is usually the limiting case
requiring the largest parameter inflations in practice. Thus, the best
set of �prgnd ;i and Pi is selected based on xDH � 6 km and xaircraft �
6 km in this paper to provide the most availability benefit from this
algorithm. xDH � 6 km is expected to be the limiting siting case,
which means that xDH as large as 6 km (with xaircraft � xDH) may be
allowed but not any larger (with a few exceptions). Therefore,
xDH � 6 km is the limiting case for general studies as in this paper.
However, the best selection for a given airport is the largest xDH
separation supported at that airport (and xaircraft � xDH). For most
airports, that will be between 3 and 5 km.

D. Validation and Adjustment of Broadcast Parameters

Although the obtained set of �prgnd;i and Pi from Secs. III.B and

III.C is expected to remove all unsafe subset geometries over the
whole range of xDH and xaircraft, it is not necessarily true because of the
approximations for linearization mentioned in Secs. III.B and III.C.
Thus, the obtained parameters need to be validated and adjusted if the
obtained parameters do not remove all unsafe subset geometries over
the whole range. To validate the obtained parameters, the original
constraint equations in Eqs. (13) and (15), repeated below as
Eqs. (17) and (18), are checked with the inflated �prgnd ;i andPi values

over the whole range of xDH and xaircraft.

Fig. 7 Elevation-dependant nominal error models used in this paper.

(Reproduction of Fig. 8 of [17].)
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Kffmd

����������������������������XNU
j�1

S2U;vert;j�
2
j

vuut � VAL for each unsafe subset geometry

(17)

max
k
�jSU;vert;kjPk� � xaircraft � Kmdeph

����������������������������XNU
j�1

S2U;vert;j�
2
j

vuut � VAL

for each unsafe subset geometry (18)

Note that an unsafe subset geometry will be screened out if either
Eq. (17) or Eq. (18) is satisfied. They do not need to be
simultaneously satisfied. If neither constraint is satisfied for an
unsafe subset geometry, adjustment of �prgnd ;i or Pi is required.

If the left-hand side of Eq. (17) is larger than the left-hand side of
Eq. (18) (in other words, if Eq. (17) dominates for an unsafe subset
geometry at a certain xDH and xaircraft), we increase the obtained �prgnd
values of all satellites within the subset geometry by 0.02m,which is
the resolution (and thus the minimum possible increment) of the
broadcast �prgnd specified in [27], and Eq. (17) is checked again until

it is satisfied. The Smatrix must be recalculated (with adjusted �prgnd
values) each time. This incremental parameter adjustment is
preferred to iteratively solving LP with an updated Smatrix because
of its computational efficiency. Similarly, if Eq. (18) dominates for an
unsafe subset geometry, we increase the P value of the critical
satellite by 0:000005 m=m, which is the resolution (and minimum
increment) of each broadcast P value [27], until Eq. (18) is satisfied.
Note that the critical satellite is the satellite that provides the
maximum value of jSU;vert;kjPk among all satellites in the given
subset geometry based upon the inflated P values before adjustment
occurs.

In practice, 60% of the 1440 epochs in a 24 hr period (1 min
interval) at Newark Liberty International Airport require parameter
inflation. Among the 60% of total epochs, 22% require additional
parameter adjustments after the targeted inflation. For those epochs
needing parameter adjustments, the average number of geometries
requiring �prgnd adjustments is 0.2 per epoch, and the average number

of geometries requiring P-value adjustments is 1.0 per epoch. In
other words, although 13.2% of each day’s epochs (60% � 22%�
13:2%) require parameter adjustments, an average of one subset
geometry per epoch requires P-value adjustments, and �prgnd
adjustments are needed roughly once every five epochs. This implies
that the approximations used to formulate the LPs in Eqs. (14) and
(16) are close enough to correct to generate near-optimal results.

For the epochs requiring adjustment, the average number of
increments of �prgnd is 0.3 per epoch, and the average number of

increments of P values is 9.4 per epoch. In other words, although an
average of only one geometry per epoch requires P-value
adjustments, an average of between nine and tenP-value increments
are needed. This means that the minimum P-value increment based
on the resolution in the ICD [27] (i.e., 0:000005 m=m) could be
increased in practice. If the increment were changed to
0:000025 m=m, for example, about two P-value increments per
epoch would be sufficient. However, this change may not noticeably
reduce total computational time because the validation and
adjustment process is not computationally expensive. A flowchart
that summarizes the implementation of the targeted inflation
algorithm is given in Fig. 8.

E. Effectiveness of the Targeted Inflation Algorithm

Through this parameter validation and adjustment, the final
broadcast �prgnd and P values of each satellite are determined, and

these have been validated to screen out all unsafe geometries as
required. For comparison, the inflated broadcast parameters
generated by our targeted inflation algorithm at Newark at the
same epoch as Figs. 3 and 5 are shown in Table 1 along with their
nominal values before inflation. For this epoch, significant �prgnd
inflation is needed for satellites 1, 2, and 4, butP-value inflation is not
necessary because the constraint in Eq. (15) is satisfied without any
P-value inflation when xcross � 9 km.

Table 2 shows another set of inflated parameters when xcross �
1 km for comparison. The case of xcross � 1 km means that �prgnd
inflation (i.e., VPLH0 inflation) screens out unsafe geometries for
xcross � 1 km, and P-value inflation (i.e., VPLeph inflation) screens
out unsafe geometries for xcross > 1 km. Because P-value inflation
has the most responsibility in this case, �prgnd ;i values are not highly

Fig. 8 Flowchart of the targeted inflation algorithm.
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inflated but Pi values are significantly inflated, as shown in Table 2.
This set of inflated parameters in Table 2 is not selected as the best set
because it provides a VPL of 9.17 m at xDH � 6 km and xaircraft �
6 km for the all-in-view geometry. On the other hand, the best set of
parameters in Table 1 (for xcross � 9 km) gives an all-in-viewVPL of
6.34 m and thus gives better availability.

With these inflated parameters in Table 1, the VPLs of all subset
geometries at this epoch are plotted in Fig. 9. The inflated VPLs
properly screen out all unsafe geometries with MIEVs exceeding
TEL (i.e., geometries 6, 16, and 25) as expected. Compared to Fig. 5,
Fig. 9 shows significant improvement. The VPL of the all-in-view
geometry (i.e., geometry 1) is not noticeably increased in Fig. 9, even
after parameter inflation. As shown in Table 3, the VPL of the all-in-
view geometry is increased slightly from 6.27 to 6.34 m by targeted
inflation (Fig. 9), but �vig inflation (Fig. 5) increases the VPL of the
all-in-view geometry dramatically from 6.27 to 8.82 m. In the �vig
inflation algorithm, the single inflation parameter affecting all
satellites (i.e., �vig) is inflated from 6:4 mm=km to 14:1 mm=km to
screen out all unsafe geometries. However, in the targeted inflation
algorithm, satellite-specific parameters (i.e., �prgnd and P value) are

inflated in a way to minimize the required increase in the all-in-view
VPL.

Table 4 shows why this approach to targeted inflation results in a
much lower VPL than �vig inflation at this epoch, although targeted
inflation significantly increases �prgnd ;i for satellites 1, 2, and 4. After

�vig inflation, �i for all satellites uniformly increases by 30 to 55%.
On the other hand, �i of the four satellites other than satellites 1, 2,
and 4 only changes slightly (less than 5%) after targeted inflation.
The variations of jSvert;ij do not show a clear trend after �vig inflation.
However, the jSvert;ij values of satellites 1, 2, and 4 are noticeably
decreased after targeted inflation (Table 4). These are the satellites
whose �i values are significantly increased by targeted inflation. This
paper does not attempt to explain this trend mathematically, but it is
intuitively understandable. The S matrix in Eq. (3) is the weighted-
least-squares projection matrix. The purpose of weighted-least-
squares is to give greater weight to better measurements with less
noise (i.e., smaller �i). Thus, if the �i values of a few satellites are
significantly higher than others, the components of the S matrix for
those satellites should be decreased. (However, if the �i values for all
satellites are uniformly increased, the weighted-least-squares
method does not show this trend.) As a result, this weighting
scheme reduces the inflation of S2vert;i�

2
i used for VPL calculations in

Eqs. (4) and (5) even though targeted inflation significantly increases
�i for a few satellites. This is the main reason why the VPL of the all-
in-view geometry is slightly increased from 6.27 to 6.34 m by
targeted inflation at this epoch, whereas �vig inflation significantly
increases this VPL from 6.27 to 8.82 m (Table 3).

Because the all-in-view geometry has the dominant impact on
overall user availability, the minimal inflation of the all-in-viewVPL
from targeted inflation provides a significant availability benefit.
Although there are more optimization parameters for targeted
inflation than for �vig inflation (i.e., 2N parameters vs one parameter,
N � 7 in the given example), and the algorithm is more complex, the
resulting availability improvement has great operational, economic,
and safety benefits.

IV. Performance of the Targeted Inflation Algorithm

We have used a single epoch at Newark Liberty International
Airport as an example to explain and compare the �vig inflation and
targeted inflation algorithms in previous sections. In this section,
availability analyses for a 24 hr period at Newark Liberty Inter-
national Airport and Memphis International Airport are presented.
Practical issues for implementing targeted inflation in real-time
operations are also discussed.

A. Availability Improvement from Targeted Inflation

For the purposes of comparison, the availability analyses of this
section use the same simulation setting as in [17] and as previously
used in this paper. Specifically, the standard RTCA 24-satellite GPS

Table 1 Inflated parameters by targeted inflation at the same epoch of Figs. 3 and 5

(this best set of parameters is obtained with xcross � 9 km)

Satellite index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

�prgnd ;i, mm=km Nominal 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.26 0.24 0.24

Inflated 0.84 0.72 0.26 1.08 0.28 0.26 0.26

Pi, m=m) Nominal 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140
Inflated 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140

Table 2 Inflated parameters by targeted inflation at the same epoch of Table 1

with xcross � 1 km for comparison

Satellite index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

�prgnd ;i, mm=km) Nominal 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.26 0.24 0.24

Inflated 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.58 0.28 0.26 0.26

Pi, m=m) Nominal 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140 0.000140
Inflated 0.000705 0.000825 0.000400 0.000705 0.000395 0.000765 0.000330

Fig. 9 Geometry screening by targeted inflation at Newark at the same

epoch as Figs. 3 and 5. Even though VPLs of unsafe geometries with
MIEVs exceeding TELare inflated overVALas required, theVPLof the

all-in-view geometry (i.e., geometry 1) is not noticeably inflated. This

preserves availability and is a significant benefit over �vig inflation in

Fig. 5.
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constellation (Table B-1 in [31]) is assumed with all 24 satellites
being healthy. Parameter inflation is performed at one-minute
intervals over 24 hr (i.e., a total of 1440 epochs). xDH distances from0
to 7 km (every 1 km) and xaircraft of xDH to xDH � 7 km (every 1 km)
are considered for parameter inflation. For nominal values before
inflation, �vig � 6:4 mm=km,P� 0:00014, and �prgnd follow Fig. 7.

Also, the CONUS ionospheric threat model [14] is applied. A
slightly largerfixedPvalue (P� 0:00018) is used for�vig inflation to
assist the effectiveness of the algorithm as in [17,23,24]. However,
this adjustment is not necessary for targeted inflation because
optimized P values are calculated by the targeted inflation algorithm
itself.

Figure 10 shows VPL for the all-in-view geometry at xDH � 6 km
and xaircraft � 6 km (i.e., the aircraft is at the xDH) at Newark Liberty
International Airport. For the MIEV calculation for geometry
screening, c� 1:0 for Eq. (2) is used for comparison even though it is
unnecessarily conservative, as it is widely assumed in the literature
(e.g., [23,24]). If anomalous ionospheric events did not exist at all,
geometry screening would not be necessary, and the all-in-view
geometry would have 100% availability under these assumptions.
This result is shown in Fig. 10,where theVPL curvewithout inflation
is always lower than VAL. Given the threat posed by anomalous
ionospheric events, if geometry screening by �vig inflation is applied,
the inflated VPLs exceeds VAL at several epochs, and only 97.4%
availability would be obtained. On the other hand, if the targeted
inflation algorithm proposed in this paper is applied, the inflated
VPLs are always lower than VAL, meaning the 100% availability of
the uninflated condition is maintained for the all-in-view geometry.
Further, the targeted inflation generally provides much larger margin
between VAL and the inflated VPLs compared with the �vig inflation
case.

Figure 11 shows another result forNewark using c� 0:5 in Eq. (2)
for a more realistic MIEV calculation, as suggested in [17]. This
choice of c factor provides conservative protection against all
observed ionospheric front scenarios in CONUS. In this case, �vig
inflation also provides 100% availability for the all-in-view geom-
etry, as reducing the c factor reducesMIEV,which results in less need
for inflation in general. However, targeted inflation provides even
more margin between inflated VPLs and VAL compared to �vig

inflation. This additional margin means that 100% availability with
integrity is more likely to be maintained under poorer circumstances
than those assumed here, such as outages of one or more GPS
satellites. The same analyses have been performed at Memphis
International Airport as well. The results in Figs. 12 and 13 with
c� 1:0 and c� 0:5, respectively, at Memphis demonstrate similar
availability improvements and larger margins relative to VAL from
the targeted inflation algorithm.

Although targeted inflation generally provides smaller VPLs, it
was observed for a few epochs at Newark and Memphis that �vig
inflation provides slightly smaller VPLs (two epochs out of
1440 epochs at Newark when c� 1:0 or c� 0:5, eight epochs at
Memphis when c� 1:0, and three epochs at Memphis when
c� 0:5). This is because the targeted inflation algorithm does not

Table 3 Comparison of inflated VPLs of the all-in-view geometry for �vig inflation
and targeted inflation at the same epoch of Figs. 5 and 8

�vig inflation Targeted �prgnd and P-value inflation

VPLH0 VPLeph VPL VPLH0 VPLeph VPL

Nominal value, m 5.45 6.27 6.27 5.45 6.27 6.27
Inflated value, m 7.71 8.82 8.82 5.67 6.34 6.34

Table 4 Comparison of �i, jSvert;ij, and S2
vert;i�

2
i of the all-in-view geometry at the same epoch of Table 3

(the percentage changes are with respect to nominal values)

Satellite index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

�i, m Nominal 0.3708 0.3787 0.3252 0.3325 0.6314 0.3353 0.3461
After �vig
inflation

0.5311
(�43%)

0.5531
(�46%)

0.4231
(�30%)

0.4481
(�35%)

0.9795
(�55%)

0.4570
(�36%)

0.4903
(�42%)

After targeted inflation 0.8806
(�137%)a

0.7709
(�104%)a

0.3403
(�5%)

1.1043
(�232%)a

0.6399
(�1%)

0.3499
(�4%)

0.3602
(�4%)

jSvert;ij Nominal 0.1007 0.2395 1.8193 0.0756 0.8997 0.4594 1.1647
After �vig
inflation

0.0517
(�49%)

0.4031
(�68%)

1.9563
(�8%)

0.1317
(�74%)

0.8102
(�10%)

0.4921
(�7%)

1.1550
(�1%)

After targeted inflation 0.0554
(�45%)a

0.0871
(�64%)a

1.6720
(�8%)

0.0205
(�73%)a

0.9547
(�6%)

0.5668
(�23%)

1.2319
(�6%)

S2vert;i�
2
i , m

2 Nominal 0.0014 0.0082 0.3501 0.0006 0.3227 0.0237 0.1625
After �vig
inflation

0.0008
(�43%)

0.0497
(�506%)

0.6851
(�96%)

0.0035
(�483%)

0.6298
(�95%)

0.0506
(�113%)

0.3206
(�97%)

After targeted inflation 0.0024
(�71%)

0.0045
(�45%)

0.3237
(�8%)

0.0005
(�17%)

0.3733
(�16%)

0.0393
(�66%)

0.1969
(�21%)

aAlthough �i of these satellites are significantly increased after targeted inflation, their jSvert;ij are noticeably decreased.

Fig. 10 Availability analysis at Newark Liberty International Airport

for the all-in-view satellite geometry. Inflated VPLs from targeted
inflation are always lower than VAL. Thus, 100%availability for the all-

in-view geometry remains attainable under these assumptions, despite

the need for geometry screening. �vig inflation, however, provides only

97.4% availability.
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necessarily provide globally optimal solutions, as explained
previously. Deriving a simplified, solvable optimization problem
requires both linearization and, more importantly, the reduction of a
single joint optimization problem over both �prgnd and P values into

two distinct problems addressing �prgnd andP values separately. Even

if the original nonlinear joint optimization problem over �prgnd and P

values were confronted, the exclusion of �vig from the opti-
mization problem creates a further limitation. Although the resulting
�prgnd and P values are suboptimal to those that would solve the

original nonlinear optimization problems, the availability analyses
and results in Figs. 10–13 confirm that this approach provides
significant and worthwhile improvements over �vig inflation in
general.

B. Practical Considerations for Real-Time Operations

As described earlier, a suboptimal algorithm is necessary because
it must support real-time operations in the GBAS ground facility. In
practice, this means that the entire inflation and optimization
procedure must be repeated at 60 s intervals. Shorter intervals (10–
15 s) are much better, as longer intervals allow more satellite motion
(and thus more changes in satellite geometry) to occur during the
interval.

As an example, we measured the (offline) computational times of
the two algorithms examined in this paper to provide inflation
parameters for one epoch of real time using a PCwith an Intel Core i7
950 CPU. These inflation algorithms are both implemented with
Matlab scripts. For one epoch, �vig inflation takes 0.7 s, whereas
targeted �prgnd and P-value inflation takes 1.7 s. These com-

putational times include parameter inflation calculations only; they
do not include the elements of the geometry-screening process, such
as MIEV calculations, that are common to both inflation algorithms.
In fact, MIEV calculation for this epoch takes 9.2 s. Thus, parameter
inflation is not the most computationally expensive component of
geometry screening.

It is not easy to extrapolate these results to a GBAS ground system
because of the many differences between the offline Matlab context
and a real-time environment. Operational software runs in a
specialized real-time operating system and is implemented in coding
languages such as C/C++, which are generally more than an order of
magnitude faster than Matlab. On the other hand, most of the
processing load of a GBAS ground systemwould be dedicated to the
calculations that must be repeated every 2 Hzmeasurement epoch. A
form of �vig inflation is already implemented by the Honeywell SLS-
4000 category I LAAS ground facility using a 1 min update rate, but
this is known to stress the processing budget of the SLS-4000 [20].
Therefore, it is likely that careful coding and software planning will
be needed to integrate targeted inflation into future GBAS ground
stations.

Other practical issues not yet revealed in the simulations per-
formed to date must be handled in advance to maintain confidence
that successful geometry screening can be carried out under all
conditions. For example, it is theoretically possible that the LPs
defined in Eqs. (14) and (16) will not have valid solutions, although
no such cases have been observed in our analyses at Newark Liberty
International Airport andMemphis International Airport. If this were
to happen at a particular location and time interval, the inflation
algorithm can temporarily switch to �vig inflation. This use of �vig
inflation in a backup role adds slightly to the overall computational
burden, but this can be minimized by computing inflated �vig values
at slower update rates (because they are unlikely to be needed).

Another potential use of �vig inflation in a backup role arises from
the validation and adjustment procedure described in Sec. III.D. As
described there, if the original optimal parameters do not pass the
validation, additional inflation of �prgnd and P values are required.

However, it is theoretically possible that all constraints would not be
satisfied even with the maximum broadcast values of �prgnd and P

value specified in [27], which are 5.08 m and 0:001275 m=m,
respectively. If this happens, we can switch to the backup inflated �vig
value described above. An alternative in this case (because the LPs

Fig. 12 Availability analysis at Memphis with c� 1:0 for MIEV
calculation. This result is very similar to the Newark case shown in

Fig. 10.

Fig. 13 Availability analysis at Memphis with the c� 0:5 for MIEV

calculation. This result is very similar to the Newark case shown in

Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 Availability analysis at Newark with c� 0:5 for MIEV

calculation. Although �vig inflation also provides 100% availability for

the all-in-view geometry, targeted inflation providesmuch largermargin
between the inflated VPLs and VAL.
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were solvable before validation and adjustment) would be to increase
the nominal �vig value in steps of 0:1 mm=km (the minimum incre-
ment specified in [27]) until all constraints are satisfied.

The targeted inflation algorithm tries to minimize VPL inflation of
the all-in-view geometry, but it does not explicitly optimize VPLs of
other subset geometries because these subset geometries have much
less impact on system availability. Nevertheless, it is informative to
compare how many subset geometries are approved before and after
geometry screening using the two different inflation algorithms.
Table 5 shows the percentage of approved subset geometries at the
two airports and two different c factors examined. All subset
geometries over 1440 epochs (1 min updates over a 24 hr period) are
evaluated. Geometry screening reduces the percentage of approved
subset geometries by up to 13.7 percentage points compared with the
preinflation cases. When c� 1:0, targeted inflation approves 3–5
percentage points more subset geometries than �vig inflation does.
When c� 0:5, �vig inflation approves about 1 percentage point more
subset geometries than targeted inflation does. These differences are
fairly small. Although targeted inflation appears to outperform �vig
inflation by this measure, the difference is not likely to affect system
performance measurably. (Note that the total number of approved
subset geometries is not a critical performance metric because subset
geometries other than the all-in-view geometry are used for less than
5% of the time during an airplane’s precision approach. Mini-
mization of the VPL inflations of all-in-view geometries is para-
mount to improve the system availability.)

V. Conclusions

Anomalous ionospheric gradients have become the biggest single
concern for single-frequency GBAS operations. To meet system
safety requirements in the presence of worst-case anomalous iono-
spheric gradients without modifying existing category I GBAS
avionics and communication protocols, position-domain geometry-
screeningmethods have been previously proposed and implemented.
Although the system safety is protected, availability is inevitably
reduced by the need to inflate one or more broadcast integrity param-
eters above the values that would otherwise be required. Existing
methods that only inflate the single broadcast �vig value can result in
significant availability loss for category I precision approach
operations.

To minimize the availability impact of geometry screening, this
paper develops an inflation algorithm called targeted inflation, which
inflates the satellite-specific broadcast parameters �prgnd andP values

by a unique optimization procedure. The purpose is to minimize the
increase in the all-in-view VPL, which impacts availability the most,
while screening out all unsafe subset geometries as required to
protect integrity. To make the underlying nonlinear optimization
problem feasible in real time, it is simplified into two suboptimal but
independent linear programming problems. This targeted inflation
algorithm demonstrates clear availability improvements at both
Newark Liberty International Airport and Memphis International
Airport. Furthermore, the larger margin between inflated VPLs and
VAL resulting from this algorithm provides margin against
temporary GPS or GBAS system weaknesses and improves system
continuity.
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